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In-text citation

Single reference 1 ((Superscript numbers))
Series of references 2,4,6 ((Superscript numbers))

Range of references 4–7 ((Superscript numbers))
Citation order Sequential

Reference type

Issue number
Allowed

Author initials
Abbreviated with dot and spaced

Reference list label/order
Numbered with dot, without bracket

Punctuation b/w journal title and volume
Journal title Year [Comma] Volume

Journal

Article title allowed, not mandatory

et al. usage
Not allowed - all authors listed

Epub ahead of print (DOI)

Journal – in press/forthcoming
Book/monograph

Book with edition

Edited book

Edited book with chapter title (and editors)

Book series

Proceedings/Conferences

Electronic publications with DOI
Available at/Retrieved from – not allowed

Electronic publications without DOI

Thesis/Dissertation

Report

Computer Programs
Patent

Standards

Websites

Web documents

Database

Cited film works

Corporate publication